
Experimental test of a new
global discrete symmetry

I will present biblio-metric data about “fundamental theory and gender”,

and interpret what data means and answer the big question:

The M ↔ F symmetry (S2 generalized to gender Sn)

C) is explicitly broken (namely, it’s not a symmetry, M 6= F )?

M) is spontaneously broken (namely, due to discrimination)?



M(ainstream?) Theory

[In string gender conferences, check links]

“All women share the same kind of sad and unfair experiences since the be-

ginning of their scientific career”. “Mansplaning. Gaslighting. White Male

Hetero Privilege. Sexual harassment at epidemic levels. Micro-aggressions”.

Men mobilize their masculinity supporting ... men in ways that advance careers.

You don’t see? You have (unconscious) bias and steal credit to women. “Eval-

uators tend to favour men”. “Scientific quality is a gender social construction”.

“Excellence is the current buzzword. Gender equality should achieve the same”.

“I have a dream: that ... excellence in science is no more distorted and sweletred

by gender stereotypes or creeping discrimination”. “Positive discrimination and

gender mainstreaming”, “We have to help women at all levels ... to academic

positions”, “programmes for women ... challenged in court for discrimination”

[vs men]. “People and culture can be obstacles for change”.

http://www.weizmann.ac.il/stringuniverse/group/outreach-wg5
http://www.weizmann.ac.il/stringuniverse/group/outreach-wg5
https://indico.cern.ch/event/570671/attachments/1364448/2203674/3DSTAG_childress.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/570671/attachments/1364448/2203674/3DSTAG_childress.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/714346/contributions/3073766/attachments/1723624/2783468/Keynote_CERN.ppt
https://indico.cern.ch/event/570671/attachments/1364448/2203674/3DSTAG_childress.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/714346/contributions/3073772/attachments/1723457/2783158/UCB_CERN_mej_last_-_for_publication2.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/714346/contributions/3073772/attachments/1723457/2783158/UCB_CERN_mej_last_-_for_publication2.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/714346/contributions/3073766/attachments/1723624/2783468/Keynote_CERN.ppt
https://indico.in2p3.fr/event/12356/attachments/7326/8986/Palomba.pdf
https://indico.in2p3.fr/event/12356/attachments/7326/8986/Palomba.pdf
https://indico.in2p3.fr/event/12356/attachments/7326/8986/Palomba.pdf
https://indico.in2p3.fr/event/12356/attachments/7326/8995/Hermann.pdf
https://indico.in2p3.fr/event/12356/attachments/7326/8995/Hermann.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/714346/contributions/3073772/attachments/1723457/2783158/UCB_CERN_mej_last_-_for_publication2.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/714346/contributions/3073772/attachments/1723457/2783158/UCB_CERN_mej_last_-_for_publication2.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/570671/attachments/1364448/2203680/3DSTAG_van_saarloos.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/714346/contributions/3073766/attachments/1723624/2783468/Keynote_CERN.ppt


C(onservative?) Theory

Physics is a community of interest, optimised to understand nature.

1. Physics does not depend on nation, race, sex ⇒

open to good people from any background.

Indeed physics was international when ‘culture’ served nationalism.

2. Pushing the limits of human brain, physicists heavily selected on

interest (1 person every 10?) and ability (1 person every 1000?).

Indeed science created the modern world. Not easy.

3. It required developing tough selective rules and a great culture

intellectual honesty + quantitative evidence.



Predictions

Both theories have unpleasant implications. Usually we don’t care why physi-

cists are not distributed uniformly. But now we have gender conferences.

M: “Science (especially physics) is not only sexist but also racist” [S. Harding].

⇒ Discrimination against women in citations, conferences, hirings...

⇒ More ‘gender equality’ gives more women in STEM.

⇒ Less women closer to power and where merit is more subjective.

C: some groups over-represented because over-performing.

⇒ Interest and ability not uniformly distributed;

⇒ in a way that explains observations.

⇒ Smarter people less affected by implicit bias, traps, etc.

http://www.physics.nyu.edu/sokal/weinberg.html


Use data to see what is right

InSpire can be dowloaded getting big data for sociology in fundamental physics,

including gender: 30 Mreferences, 1 Mpapers, 70 Kauthors, 7 Kinstitutes. Add:

• Sex from name and country: 85% coverage. Miss old/unknown authors.

• 9K 1st hirings in InSpire. Complete? To check, “hirings” ≡ 5 (or 10) years

with the same affiliation: 19K (40K). Main results unchanged.

• Fractional counting i.e. unitarity: replace Ncit with Ncit/Naut or “individual

citations” Nicit ≡ Ncit/NautNref. Works. Big difference for experimentalists

with many Naut. 50% of citations after 2000: dominated by recent times.

• Some statistics, like for Higgs discovery.

[Strumia, Torre, Biblioranking fundamental physics, arXiv:1803.10713]

https://arxiv.org/abs/1803.10713


% of women in different fields

Less women in STEM than in humanities (where right/wrong good/bad dis-

tinctions is less clear) or ∼legal professions (where real power is).
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Also at CERN: female %admin �%physicists �%technicians.

Does not look discrimination



% of women in theory

% of women in theory and STEM anti-correlated with “gender equality index”
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Known as ‘gender equality paradox’, but only if you believe in the wrong theory.

http://reports.weforum.org/global-gender-gap-report-2016/
https://www.theatlantic.com/science/archive/2018/02/the-more-gender-equality-the-fewer-women-in-stem/553592/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ub2lob3Itxk
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/323197652_The_Gender-Equality_Paradox_in_Science_Technology_Engineering_and_Mathematics_Education


Sexism in citations?

Count single-author that cites different single-author, define

Gender asymmetry = A ≡
1

Ncit
M→N

cit
F→

det

(
Ncit
M→M Ncit

M→F
Ncit
F→M Ncit

F→F

)
− 1 ≤ A ≤ 1

InSpire, after 2010
category A
hep-ex (−1.2± 1.7)%
hep-ph (0.1± 0.6)%
hep-th (−0.1± 0.7)%

astro-ph (0.6± 1.1)%
hep-lat (0.2± 2.2)%
nucl-ex (0.2± 2.1)%
gr-qc (0.2± 1.2)%

,
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No gender preference in citations in any category at any time, down to % level.

M more cited than F , equally by M and F : it’s merit, not sexism. Ed 6= Rocco.

Similar analysis applied to countries finds instead significant asymmetries.



Sexism in citations?

A speaker claims sexism in citations quoting 1610.08984:
October 31, 2016
Preprint typeset using LATEX style emulateapj v. 04/17/13

QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION OF GENDER BIAS IN ASTRONOMICAL PUBLICATIONS
FROM CITATION COUNTS

Neven Caplar1, Sandro Tacchella2 & Simon Birrer3

Institute for Astronomy, Department of Physics, ETH Zurich, CH-8093 Zurich, Switzerland

October 31, 2016

Abstract

We analyze the role of first (leading) author gender on the number of citations that a paper receives,
on the publishing frequency and on the self-citing tendency. We consider a complete sample of over
200,000 publications from 1950 to 2015 from five major astronomy journals. We determine the gender
of the first author for over 70% of all publications. The fraction of papers which have a female first
author has increased from less than 5% in the 1960s to about 25% today. We find that the increase
of the fraction of papers authored by females is slowest in the most prestigious journals such as
Science and Nature. Furthermore, female authors write 19± 7% fewer papers in seven years following
their first paper than their male colleagues. At all times papers with male first authors receive more
citations than papers with female first authors. This di↵erence has been decreasing with time and
amounts to ⇠6% measured over the last 30 years. To account for the fact that the properties of
female and male first author papers di↵er intrinsically, we use a random forest algorithm to control for
the non-gender specific properties of these papers which include seniority of the first author, number
of references, total number of authors, year of publication, publication journal, field of study and
region of the first author’s institution. We show that papers authored by females receive 10.4±0.9%
fewer citations than what would be expected if the papers with the same non-gender specific
properties were written by the male authors. Finally, we also find that female authors in our sample
tend to self-cite more, but that this e↵ect disappears when controlled for non-gender specific variables.

Keywords: sociology of astronomy — publications, bibliography

1. INTRODUCTION

Gender inequality and biases seem to be persistent
in the scientific community. Even though the number
of doctorate degrees awarded to women is constantly
increasing, women still tend to be underrepresented in
faculty positions (National Science Foundation 2015).
Numerous studies have shown that both male and female
referees consistently give higher scores to identical work
done by males than females (e.g., Wenner̊as & Wold
1997, Moss-Racusin et al. 2012). As an example of bias
in publishing, the study by Budden et al. (2008) showed
that the number of female authors increased significantly
after a journal in the field of ecology switched to the
double-blind refereeing system in which the names of
the authors are kept hidden from the reviewers.

The recent growth of big databases enables more sys-
tematic statistical investigation into the role of gender
on the publishing and awarding mechanisms in the sci-
entific community. Conley & Stadmark (2012) deduced
that female authors tend to be underrepresented in the
prestigious publications; for example, female authors
have contributed only 3.8% of earth and environmental
science articles for Nature News & Views even though
they represent approximately 20% of scientists in the
field. The same conclusion was reached by West et al.
(2013) who conducted a large multi-field analysis and
found much of the disparity between male and female

1 neven.caplar@phys.ethz.ch
2 sandro.tacchella@phys.ethz.ch
3 simon.birrer@phys.ethz.ch

authors was due to lack of females who are first authors
of prestigious papers. The same group has also found
that men tend to self-cite their work more (King et al.
2016). For the domain of engineering, Ghiasi et al.
(2015) has recently showed around 10% bias in the
number of citations.

Focusing on astronomy, Davenport et al. (2014) has
studied gender balance at the 223rd meeting of the
American Astronomical Society and found that even
though the gender ratio of speakers mirrors that of
conference attendees, women asked fewer questions than
their male peers. A similar conclusion was reached by
Pritchard et al. (2015) who studied patterns at the
National Astronomy Meeting 2014 of UK astronomers.
A study by Reid (2014) on the success of proposals
for time on the Hubble Space Telescope concluded that
proposals with a female principal investigator are less
likely to succeed than proposals with a male principal
investigator. They also found that the success rates by
males and females for more recent graduates (Ph.D.
since 2000) are more comparable to each other. Similar
disparity between genders was also recently reported
for time allocation at European Southern Observatory
telescopes (Patat 2016). Although these di↵erence are
observed in the conference settings and in the proposal
success rate, no study has investigated possible di↵er-
ences in the number of citations between the genders.

Spurred by these findings, we wish to measure the
role of gender on the number of citations that papers
receive in astronomy. Throughout the study we assume
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e↵ect could also lead to underestimation of seniority
for some female authors as we misidentify established
authors as newly arriving in the field (see Section 3).
We note that fully accounting for these e↵ects would
probably increase the observed di↵erence in citation
counts between females and males in astronomy.

Because our name classification mechanism is mostly
based on data sources in Europe and North America,
this means we are less likely to recognize the gender of
names from di↵erent cultures. This becomes especially
apparent in later years with a more globalized astronomy
community. We do not expect this to create any strong
e↵ect in our analysis as we have checked that the gender
bias is largely independent of the region where the host
institution is based.

Of course we cannot claim that we have actually
measured gender bias. One could imagine numerous
other parameters that should be considered and matched
before such a conclusion could be drawn. Our results
therefore should be taken with care. It is our best
e↵ort based on all of the available data that we could
acquire. We encourage the community to work on
and/or enhance our dataset for further analysis.

8. CONCLUSIONS

The main goal of this paper is to quantify the gender
bias in astronomy. We define “gender bias” as the dif-
ference in the citation counts between female and male
first author papers with matched non-gender properties.
We assembled information about all papers published in
A&A, MNRAS, ApJ, and about all of astronomical pa-
pers published in Science and Nature from 1950 to 2015.
In total, we have analyzed over 200,000 papers. Using
the gender recognition algorithm, we assigned gender to
the first author of every paper where this was feasible
(about 70% of all papers). For the majority of the re-
maining papers we were not able to deduce the gender
of the first author because the author only used initials
throughout their publishing career. Our main conclu-
sions are as follows:

• Female participation has been consistently rising
over time. Females authored around 25% of the
papers in the last few years, but this rise has been
the slowest in the most prestigious journals, such
as Nature and Science, where the fraction amounts
to only 17%.

• By simply measuring the di↵erence between the
number of citations received by male and female
authors in our sample we find a clear 5.6 ± 1.0%
di↵erence in favor of male authors, when measured
from the year 1985 onward. This gender di↵erence
does not change significantly when choosing a later
year for the measurement as the di↵erence is de-
creasing very slowly or not at all.

• We estimate gender bias by using machine-learning
techniques to control for di↵erences between the
male and female first author papers. We find that
females receive 10.4 ± 0.9% fewer citations than
what would be expected if the papers with the same

characteristics were written by the male authors.
This is consistent with our finding that if gender
bias did not exist, we would expect males in our
sample to receive 4.2±0.8% less citations than fe-
males.

• Using the probability of an author having self-cited
their previous paper as a self-citation metric, we
find that females in our sample are 9 ± 2% more
likely to cite their previous work. When using
machine-learning techniques to control for di↵er-
ences between the male and female samples we find
no significant intrinsic di↵erences in propensity of
male and female authors to cite themselves.

Our conclusions are limited by our inability to deter-
mine the gender for all of the authors of the papers. We
believe that this e↵ect would probably act in a manner
to further strengthen our conclusion about the existence
of gender bias in astronomy.

We make our dataset publicly available and invite fur-
ther research on this topic.

We would like to thank Joanna Woo for giving de-
tailed comments on the manuscript. We acknowledge the
stimulating comments given to us by Meg Urry, Renate
Schubert, Ra↵aella Marino, Benny Trakhtenbrot, Izabela
Moise and Evangelos Pournaras. We thank Amanda
Bluck for proof reading the manuscript. We acknowl-
edge support from the Swiss National Science Founda-
tion. This research made use of NASAs Astrophysics
Data System (ADS), the arXiv.org preprint server, and
the Python plotting library matplotlib (Hunter 2007).
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Sexism in conferences?

Silvia Penati et al. complain when key speakers at conference are men.

Key speakers are top-authors invited to attract participants.

Top authors are man, man, . . . man and produced 10%, as the bottom 50000.

Why female-only physics speakers at “gender equality” conferences?



Distribution of individual citations
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Less women around the top (log scale!).

Persists restricting to fixed time (not due to NF/M(t)), to hired/unhired, theory.



Gender asymmetry in hiring
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On average, women “hired” with less citations.



Gender asymmetry in hirings: by age
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Women “hired” O(1) year earlier than men with similar biblio-metric.



Gender asymmetry in hiring: by country
Mean number of citations at 1st InSpire hiring, all authors, after 2000:

Male Female Male/Female
country “hirings” 〈Ncit/Naut

〉 “hirings” 〈Ncit/Naut
〉 “hirings” 〈Ncit/Naut

〉
US 729 119 161 59 5:1 2.0:1

China 176? 44 49? 82 4:1 0.5:1
France 172 134 38 49 5:1 2.7:1
Japan 262 123 22 69 12:1 1.8:1

UK 165 199 34 129 5:1 1.5:1
Germany 164 183 25 81 7:1 2.3:1

Italy 150 121 23 82 7:1 1.5:1
India 71 91 24 51 3:1 1.8:1
Spain 80 193 14 163 6:1 1.2:1

Canada 58 152 11 112 5:1 1.4:1
Brazil 60 57 6 35 10:1 1.6:1
Russia 38 132 5 8 8:1 16:1

Australia 22 158 6 49 4:1 3.2:1
Netherlands 20 312 5 42 4:1 7:1

Turkey 26 51 3 5 9:1 10:1
Mexico 26 70 3 50 9:1 1.4:1
Chile 19 109 3 22 6:1 5.0:1

Sweden 25 129 2 16 12:1 8:1



Recent: case studies

INFN positions in theory, 2018. Gender ‘experts’ only:
Role Name Ncit

Commissar Silvia Penati 2130
Hired Anna Ceresole 3231

Not Hired Alessandro Strumia 30785

“The oppressive ambient started to open”.

All present CERN fellows:

Sex 〈Npap〉 〈Ncit〉 〈Nicit〉 〈1st paper〉
Male 22.6 1464 5.9 2008.7

Female 14.4 853 3.0 2010.6

http://www.ac.infn.it/personale/concorsi/pdf/getfile.php?filename=18012%20Dir%20Ricerca.pdf
http://inspirehep.net/author/profile/S.Penati.1
http://inspirehep.net/author/profile/A.Ceresole.1
http://inspirehep.net/author/profile/A.Strumia.1
http://www.weizmann.ac.il/stringuniverse/sites/stringuniverse/files/the_string_theory_universe.pdf
https://th-dep.web.cern.ch/people


Mean career path
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Smaller gap at post-doc level. Similar difference restricting to hired/unhired.



Discrimination against women

Physics invented and built by men, it’s not by invitation.

Curie etc. welcomed after showing what they can do, got Nobels...



Discrimination against men

Moseley, Schwarzwild, ... killed in WW.

...

“Oxford University extends exam times for women’s benefit” (changed title).

“Italy: free or cheaper university for STEM female students”.

“Scholarships for women” only.

Melbourne U.: STEM positions for women only.

Many places: administration wants 50% irrespective of merit.

“2:1 faculty preference for women on STEM tenure track”.

...

“Only adult able-bodied males ... may be called upon for forced or compulsory

labour” (old UN convention still valid today).

Discriminations against men “shall not be considered discrimination” (Istanbul

convention article 4). Click to check.

...

ERC plans: give priority to “specific policy objectives”: 40% gender quotas.

In theory this means: 40% of funds to 10% of people rare among top authors.

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/education/2018/02/01/oxford-university-extends-exam-times-womens-benefit
http://www.ilsole24ore.com/art/notizie/2018-01-08/universita-gratis-o-scontata-le-studentesse-che-scelgono-corsi-scientifici-153505.shtml
https://www.scholarships.com/financial-aid/college-scholarships/scholarships-by-type/scholarships-for-women
https://www.timeshighereducation.com/unijobs/listing/25622/lecturer-senior-lecturer-associate-professor-in-pure-mathematics-applied-mathematics-statistics
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/274965374_National_hiring_experiments_reveal_21_faculty_preference_for_women_on_STEM_tenure_track
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/ProfessionalInterest/Pages/ForcedLabourConvention.aspx
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/ProfessionalInterest/Pages/ForcedLabourConvention.aspx
https://rm.coe.int/168046031c
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-//EP//NONSGML+COMPARL+PE-625.305+01+DOC+PDF+V0//EN&language=EN


Quotas in best jobs only is not equality

Men make worst jobs, and 95% of work deaths.



Give a try to Conservative theory



Interest

Past gender-string conferences: talks by Gina Rippon (1858 citations), a neu-

robiologist critical of ‘neurotrash’ like Simon Baron-Cohen (157000 citations)

who claim observation that men/women have different average interests

• “Men prefer working with things and women prefer working with people,

producing a large effect size (d = 0.93σ) ... Sex differences favoring men

were also found for more specific measures of engineering (d = 1.11σ),

science (d = 0.36σ), and mathematics (d = 0.34σ) interests”.

• Difference even in children before any social influence.

• Difference even in monkeys.

• Female preference not influenced by gender politics e.g. hiring more females.

(Good physicists don’t follow role models).

Proposed explanation:

• Empathizing-systemizing brain influenced by level of pre-natal testosterone.

• Test: measure secondary traits like 2D:4D digit ratio in female physicists.

Maybe not fully right. The opposite assumption of identical brains is ideology.

https://scholar.google.co.uk/citations?user=3uc6mGwAAAAJ&hl=en
https://scholar.google.co.uk/citations?user=4GAQ-RUAAAAJ&hl=en
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19883140
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19883140
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19883140
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19883140
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/222673203_Sex_Differences_in_Human_Neonatal_Social_Perception
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2583786
http://www.nber.org/papers/w23735
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Empathizing�systemizing_theory
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digit_ratio




Ability

Physics graduates have top 〈IQ〉, it’s needed. Men have similar 〈IQ〉 as women

and ∼ 15% higher standard deviation (‘diversity’), as in other traits. C predicts:

NF
NM

= (interest)× (ability) ≈
1

4
×

Gaussian(σ = 1)

Gaussian(σ = 1.15)
=

1

4
×

Convert 〈IQ〉 to 〈Nicit〉 assuming one 6σ among 109 persons:
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Fits well, but...

https://thetab.com/us/2017/04/10/which-major-has-highest-iq-64811


Harvard fired Summers for telling this!

Summers, Motl had to leave Harvard... Theory of higher variability by T. Hill

et *** “suppressed” by NSF, Springer. Nobel Tim Hunt fired for a misreported

joke... James Darmore fired by Google... Matt Taylor humiliated for his shirt...

Social scientists list in publications ways used to impose the gender paradigm:

fake/selective results/citations, obstructions, funds cut, violence...

In 2016 CERN attacked as “homophobic” by big media for nothing.

What is behind this?

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1703.04184.pdf
https://quillette.com/2018/09/07/academic-activists-send-a-published-paper-down-the-memory-hole
https://louisemensch.wordpress.com/2015/10/23/the-myth-of-the-tim-hunt-transcript/
https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/3914586-Googles-Ideological-Echo-Chamber.html
https://www.theverge.com/2014/11/13/7213819/your-bowling-shirt-is-holding-back-progress
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/cern-laboratory-made-famous-for-work-on-large-hadron-collider-embroiled-on-homophobia-row-a6943006.html


M theory is (cultural) Marxism

Some politicians survived to 1989 promoting a victimocracy of “minorities” and

silence who disagrees with their ideology. “Equity” degenerated in“gender”.

The goal of this is: � more women in STEM. � Indoctrinating to the ideology.

Their “gender equality” works because it’s the usual sexism: women and men

in their traditional gender roles of victims and protectors/providers. It’s blind

human biology practiced as in the plains of Africa thousands of years ago.

I said Thoughtcrime according to Minister of Truth and PC Thought Police.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Who_Stole_Feminism%3F
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yk0qXwm2Mr4&feature=youtu.be


Conclusions

Data consistent with Standard Model: no new S2 symmetry in Nature.

Physics is not sexist against women. However truth does not matter, because

it’s part of a political battle coming from outside. Not clear who will win.

PS: many told me “don’t speak, it’s dangerous”. As a student, I wrote that

weak-scale SUSY is not right, and I survived. Hope to see you again.


